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I

“This next generation of
global anesthesia practitioners should not have to
reinvent the wheel.”
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Priorities 3”6), we may see an
increased interest by HIC journals in global anesthesia articles.
To take advantage of such enthusiasm, we must address another
potential reason for the dearth of
publication, that is, the work is
not being done. This is not a reference to simple participation in
the global health endeavor. Anesthesiologists from HICs are fundamental to a myriad of surgical
service missions7,8 and education,
staff-development, and capacitybuilding programs in LICs.9,10
Rather, the thesis is that too few
HIC anesthesiologists are analyzing their programs and publishing
their conclusions. Despite 15 yr of
international work, this author’s
publication history is very limited. This essay is the product of
an exploration of this shortfall, its
importance, and potential incentives to change.
Despite filling 177 African journals11 with relevant work,
local practitioners are at capacity. With less than 1 anesthesia provider per 100,000 population12 (compared with 24
per 100,000 in the United States),13 and workloads of 2,000
procedures per year per provider,14 anesthetists in LICs have
little time for scholarship. Many are not trained in scientific
research, and most have limited scholastic resources.15 Clinicians in HICs, whether academic or private practitioners,
have received more training, have greater access to academic
institutions, and can dedicate focused time to the problem.
Not only do scholarly collaborations support capacity
building in LICs, but, as Søreide et al. argue, they provide
significant opportunity to “mutually enhance care for patients
with surgical disorders,”16 that is, international collaborative
research can facilitate quicker patient enrollment to larger
studies with more generalizable results, benefitting patients
at both ends of the income spectrum. This cannot happen
unless HIC anesthetists actively engage in the academic
process.
Many expert HIC clinicians, inexperienced in global
anesthesia provision, travel to LICs armed with good intentions and donated equipment. Adverse events frequently

n the Lancet Commission on
Global Surgery’s introductory
editorial, Meara et al.1 state that
“Surgery and anaesthesia are integral, indivisible components of any
properly functioning health system.”
These components, although
undoubtedly indivisible, currently
appear unbalanced.
A PubMed search for “surgery”
paired with the usual indicators
of low-resource programs (e.g.,
“global,” “international,” “low
resource,” or “austere”) reveals
over 400 relevant articles. A
search for corresponding anesthesia terms finds 30. Of course, articles in journals from low-income
regions address the scholarly
practice of surgery and anesthesia without any such global tags.
However, the theme of this essay
is the apparent paucity of publications regarding collaborative education, funding, or
service programs addressing the anesthesia needs in lowincome countries (LICs).
There are many reasons that indexed global anesthesia
articles are scarce. Many LIC journals publish infrequently,
are difficult to obtain, and are not internationally indexed.2
To address this, there are ongoing collaborations intent on
increasing the production, quality, sustainability, and availability of journals from the low-resource world.3 In the
meantime, specialist journals from high-income countries
(HICs) consider many such articles too esoteric for their
readership. More traditional global health journals often
deem anesthesia articles too specialized for their readership.
Reports of volunteer experiences are common in the non–
peer-reviewed literature.4 Most are snapshot reports and
interesting only for a general readership unfamiliar with the
topic. Many reflect the viewpoints of their publishing societies, with little controversy or innovation. Given the recent
recognition of surgery as a global health priority (i.e., the
68th World Health Assembly resolution on “Strengthening
Emergency and Essential Surgical Care and Anaesthesia,”5
the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery,1 and the dedicated surgery volume in the World Bank’s “Disease Control
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useful when you began? Which parts of your endeavor do
you think everyone or no one should copy?
Closing the loop on the research, dissemination, and
implementation cycle will require journals committed to the
ideal and editorial staff familiar with the field. The anesthesia, general medical, public health, and international development journals must remember that surgery is required for
at least 6% of the global burden of disease,6 that 2 billion
global citizens lack access to surgical care,25 and that anesthesia will be required for 92% of it.26
At the root, our common goal is the improvement of anesthesia care in LICs such that all can enjoy the same standards of
care as those in the richest regions. Given the lack of financial,
equipment, and personnel resources in LICs, innovative strategies to address the economic, supply chain, and education deficits must be explored and shared. Such scholarly information is
the vital impetus required to push the field of global anesthesia
to the point where the term global becomes meaningless.
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ensue.17,18 Publishing details of programs, models, and philosophies, both successful and unsuccessful, could prevent
replication of failed projects. Similarly, widespread dissemination of the tested strategies in global surgery could avoid
many detrimental consequences of inexpert participation in
humanitarian crisis relief.
Innovations developed by LICs to resolve the shortfalls
could be used by HICs with similar issues. For example,
modeling suggests that in HICs with an aging patient
population, blood supply management must improve,19 for
example, by increasing donor numbers, reducing waste, and
reducing transfusion requirements. These are all issues familiar to LIC practitioners. Without recognition of this parallel,
and without analysis and publication, potential LIC-to-HIC
knowledge transfer will not occur.
Collaborations between high- and low-resource practitioners should be supported by their institutional and national
research review boards. Less than 20% of African countries
have standards on research agreements with foreign institutions.20 In creating these principles, nations and organizations must balance limiting data drain21 against overly
restrictive review processes and authorship rules.
In HICs, 91% of anesthesia residents22 express an interest
in global health work. This next generation of global anesthesia practitioners should not have to reinvent the wheel.
They require mentors with pedagogical content knowledge
to ensure that they develop expertise in a systematic, ethical,
and efficient manner. In the United States, the Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education mandates that residents “demonstrate the ability to investigate and evaluate their
care of patients, to appraise and assimilate scientific evidence,
and to continuously improve patient care based on constant selfevaluation and life-long learning.”23 Can academic anesthesiologists engaged in global anesthesia do less?
This appeal is not limited to those who work at the universities. Uncounted private practitioners from HICs participate regularly in service and education missions in LICs.
They too are encouraged to approach their global work in a
scholarly manner. Developing a research project or publication may seem daunting to a nonacademic clinician without
relevant public health, advocacy, program development, economic, ethics, or research skills. However, the very nature of
this work is such that the required resources and expertise
could be made available by any academic institution with a
public health program.
The president of the board of directors for Doctors Without Borders, United States, Dr. Deane Marchbein,24 has
called for anesthesiologists to “play a more significant role in
demanding access to anesthesia and surgical care for the millions suffering and dying from surgically treatable diseases.”
Significant neglected roles are as researchers and publishers. Therefore, colleagues in HICs should closely examine
those projects in which they are engaged. What has worked,
and what has failed? What are you doing now, and what are
you doing next? What information would you have found
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